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BRACE YOURSELF LIKE A MAN
for violin and recorded medium

1. Obstinate \( \dot{=} \text{ca. 46} \)
   - sound cloud
   - sempre legato
   - lyrical, yet restrained
   - (tortured sounds . . .)

2. Stormy -- growing in Intensity \( \dot{=} 160 \)
   - 1st of weird chains
   - thunder-tam -

3. crunch w/chains --
   - (echoes & 'verb)
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Weird chains, low drum. Again lyrical, but with more confidence. Parallel string-like 7ths; NOT in tempo!

Nasty piano noodling.* Again, pushing forward, straining.

Thunder... Relaxing... Frustrated -- ($=$ 84)

Again, pushing forward, straining.

* These and other note-less rhythms are only graphics; they show no accurate contour nor exact rhythms.
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